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Abstract

In this paper, we describe Code Undo, a new op-
timistic distributed computation scheme built on
top of Java. It is similar to the Time Warp algo-
rithm, but instead of undoing messages, we undo
code. The programmer is given a simple set of
tools to specify what code is speculative and a few
semantics dictate which methods may be called
from this speculative code. Any code executed
speculatively may be reversed, and small state is
kept for code that overwrites other variables. If
a speculative decision is found incorrect, rollback
proceeds by reversing instructions at the applica-
tion level. In the simplest case, the programmer
only has to be aware of what code is reversible
and when rollback should occur, and the compiler
does the rest. We show that our set of rules keep
the program from performing unsafe operations,
while also reducing the space and message com-
plexity for optimistic execution, relative to other
optimistic schemes, such as Time Warp.

1 Introduction

Distributed algorithms come in two flavors,
pessimistic and optimistic. Pessimistic
algorithms execute only guaranteed
computations, which forces the global execution
into one possible serializable execution. They
have been well researched, are quite elegant,
and simple to implement. Pessimism is the
most common backbone of most distributed
algorithms, but these algorithms require regular
synchronizations to guarantee a safe global state
at all times. Synchronization often means some
or all processes must stop and wait for other
processes to finish a computation, but safety

is guaranteed [1][2]. Optimistic algorithms do
not require dependencies to be satisfied, which
allows processes to run out of order. Being able
to run out of order often exposes computational
parallelism. But, optimistic execution may
force rollback (e.g., due to misspeculation), or
fail catastrophically (e.g., if a process is not
fully tolerant to incorrect messages sent in
speculation) because optimistic algorithms only
guarantee safety when all computations are
reversible, which is not practical. Optimistic
message passing schemes tend to be much more
complex, and all processes must be tolerant to
messages that should not have been sent [3].
The rewards of speculation may be difficult
or impossible to realize. As [3] points out,
optimistic schemes appear great on paper but,
in practice, are difficult to implement and
dangerous to execute.

Case in point: Time Warp, introduced by
Jefferson [4], allows for speculative execution
by saving state and messages sent/received. If
an abort occurs, anti-messages are sent to
instruct each process to rollback to a previous
safe state. Jefferson’s theory is solid and very
well understood. Time Warp was implemented
in the Time Warp Operating System, TWOS,
which executes programs speculatively that
were not written with speculation in mind
[5]. This OS, however, remained academic
partially because speculative execution was
not as important then and partially because
TWOS was not 100% safe. Some programs
executed on the TWOS failed spectacularly if
they received a message sent in speculation and
could not properly rollback. For example, a
one-time write media, such as CD-Rs, could not
rollback under any circumstance. Rolling back
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may mean that the CD-R is destroyed during a
second burn.

In an effort to make optimistic rollback
schemes safer and more practical, we propose a
new optimist computation scheme called Code
Undo which brings the rollback mechanisms
up to the application level of Java and allows
the programmer to implement distributed
algorithms with a simple set of methods
and special code scopings. A program
may speculatively execute code, including
interprocess message passing, and call for an
abort if an error in the speculation is discovered.
If speculation turns out to be correct, then
the program exits the speculative mode and
continues with its next set of computations. If
the speculation fails, the instructions executed
since speculation began are undone at the
application level, and then the application is
allowed to attempt the speculative execution
again or execute other code. Normal program
execution then resumes with the knowledge
that speculation failed.

Code Undo is very simple to use at the
application level due to the simple syntax
and semantic requirements we impose on the
ability to call other code in Java. The set of
Java methods are partitioned into undoable
and permanent. Only code that is undoable
can be called when in speculative mode, and
undoable methods can only call other undoable
methods. An undoable method, A(..), has a
corresponding inverse method, ~A(..), such
that the execution A(..); ~A(..) is the
equivalent of executing a nop (no operation).
This inverse method is generated by the
compiler, but may be overwritten by the
programmer. Any set of undoable method
calls, such as A(..);B(..);C(..), can be
undone by executing their inverses in reverse:
A(..);B(..);C(..);~C(..);~B(..);~A(..).
In this paper, we show Code Undo embedded in
Java, and some motivational examples of the
simplicity. We also show that Code Undo has
better space and message complexity compared
with Time Warp.

The format of this paper is as follows. First
we motivate the necessary functionality of Code
Undo, and then present the algorithm that will
drive the design of Undoable Java. The analy-

sis of time, space, message, and implementation
complexity follows. Then, the syntax of Un-
doable Java is presented along with some case
studies of Undoable Java in action. The paper
concludes with a discussion of limitations and
future work. The proof of correctness of Code
Undo and the detailed converse from Undoable
Java to Java are discussed in appendices A and
B, respectively.

2 Code Undo

2.1 Assumptions

We assume a Java-style language with the ability
to make remote procedure calls. Processes are
non-Byzantine and do not die during specula-
tion. Channels are assumed to be asynchronous
FIFO and do not corrupt, duplicate, or delete
messages. We will later show that some of these
assumptions may be relaxed.

2.2 Overview

In the Code Undo algorithm, a process can
enter into a section of speculative code, called
an undoable section where it can only execute
instructions that have no permanent effects.
These instructions are called undoable, which
is the opposite of permanent instructions.
Each undoable instruction, A(), has an
inverse instruction, ~A(), such that executing
A(); ~A() is equivalent to executing a nop. A
set of instructions can be undone by executing
their inverses in reverse chronological order.
During interprocess communication, if a process
uses a received message during an undoable
section, the message’s sender must have been
in an undoable section when it was sent.
Conversely, if a message was sent in speculation,
the receiver must be in an undoable section to
use it. Here is a simple execution example in
Undoable Java (which is discussed in full later):

00 public class Foo {

01 public void bar() {

02 int a=0;

03 undoable {

04 int b=5;

05 a = a+b;

06 ..



07 if (a != 5) abort();

08 }

09 }

10 }

The initialization of a is permanent. The pro-
gram then enters an undoable section, at line 3,
and later it encounters an abort, at line 7, (pos-
sibly because a changed due to some unexpected
circumstances, such as radiation striking the pro-
cessor). The abort stops the execution, calls the
rollback routines, and then allows the program
to continue executing as if lines 4-7 never exe-
cuted (but, the program knows that speculation
failed).

Code executed in speculation must not be al-
lowed to execute irreversible code. Thus, we have
the following method calling rules:

• Permanent can call permanent

• Permanent can call undoable

• Undoable can call undoable

• Undoable cannot call permanent

Code that is undoable does not imply that it is
being called under speculation. Thus, it can be
called as normal permanent code by a permanent
method. But, permanent code must never be
called from an undoable method.

If the process discovers its speculation was
incorrect, it can call an abort. The program
execution then continues as if the speculation
never occurred (except with the knowledge that
it occurred). To avoid excessive rollback, a pro-
cess can divide speculation penalty by commit-
ting all previously speculated instructions. This
means that any overhead from speculation can
be cleaned up, but at the expense of not being
able to undo the previous section.

Message passing is the main concern
with speculation. Message passing requires
some bookkeeping in case of rollback. A
message contains data, sender, receiver, and
whether it was sent under speculation. When
a message reaches a process, it is stored
in a messageQueue. It is not considered
received until the process pulls it out of the
message queue and uses it. In the algorithm,
instructions holds all instructions executed in
the Undoable Section. processesSentTo and

receivedMessages record which processes
were sent messages and what messages were
used in the current undoable section. Received
messages must be saved in case a process rolls
back and must simulate receiving the messages
in the new execution.

Some instructions can be reversed without
state storage, and these are called simply
reversible. For example, the instruction
a:=a+5 could be undone by executing a:=a-5

subsequently. Other instructions are not simply
reversible and cannot be reversed without state
storage, such as a:=5.

To exit an undoable section, the process must
be sure it will not abort. A process will abort
if it calls an abort or if the sender of any used
message aborts. To be sure all senders will not
abort, the program performs a two-phase consen-
sus protocol. In the first phase, each process that
is sure it will not abort of its own accord sends
a promise message to all processes it has sent at
least one message to. In the case that P1 aborts,
and P1 sent to P2, after which P2 sent to P3,
then P3 must abort. Thus, promises must also
provide information about all who could abort
the sender. If a process receives promise mes-
sages from all processes it used a message from, it
can be sure be sure that nobody will abort it for
the remainder of the undoable section. Hence,
it can exit the undoable section, and will send
permanent messages to all processes it sent mes-
sages to. The permanent message alerts other
processes that an abort will not be issued from
this sender, and thus this sender is not a liability.

This algorithm is summarized below. It is
event-based, where each appropriate event is
called per instruction before the instruction is
executed. The variables per undoable section
can be collected if an undoable section exits
safely (i.e., not through an abort).

Queue messageQueue;

// Vars per Undoable Section:

boolean inUS=false;

Stack instructions;

Queue processesSentTo;

Queue receivedMessages;

duringUndoableSection(Instruction i)

if !i.isSimplyReversible()



saveMicroState(i);

instructions.add(i.inverse());

onUndoableSectionEnter(Instruction i)

instructions.clear();

inUS := true;

onSafeExit(Instruction i)

sendPermanentTo(processesSentTo);

cleanUp();

onPromise()

sendPromiseTo(processesSentTo);

onMessageReceive(Message m, Process p,

Instruction i)

if m.isUndo()

onAbort();

if m.isSpeculative()

if !inUS

return error;

else

receivedMessages.add(m,p,i);

if m.isPermanent() && inUS

return error;

onMessageSend(Process p)

processesSentTo.add(p);

onCommit()

onUndoableSectionExit();

onUndoableSectionEnter();

onAbort(int whichSection)

for i=instructions.size()-1..0

exec(~instructions[i]);

foreach p in processesSentTo

p.sendAbort();

foreach m in receivedMessages

messageQueue.pushBack(m);

cleanUp();

alertProcessToTakeOver();

cleanUp();

instructions.clear();

processesSentTo.clear();

receivedMessages.clear();

inUS := false;

We claim this algorithm forces global safety
after an abort and after an undoable section ex-
its safely. Further, at the expense of some work
by the programmer and compiler, we claim that
time, space, and message complexity overhead
are relatively low. If the programmer uses Code
Undo properly, then the benefits far outweigh
the overhead.

See Appendix A for the proof of global safety.

3 Analysis

In this section, we look at the time, space,
message, and implementation overhead of Code
Undo. In each case, we look at what overhead is
required during an undoable section and during
abort, and compare Code Undo with Time
Warp. Code that exists outside an undoable
section does not have any additional overhead.

3.1 Time Complexity

In Code Undo, each undoable method must keep
state for non simply reversible instructions. In
the worst case, this will require N pointer copies,
where N is the number of instructions in the
method. The actual number of non simply re-
versible instructions varies widely from applica-
tion to application. A program with a singly
linked list likely will have half simply reversible
instructions, as pushing is simply reversible, but
popping is not. This overhead is not insignifi-
cant, but, relative to the improvements due to
good speculation and relative to the large la-
tency of message passing and other Java calls,
this overhead is small.

During abort, the inverse of each instruction
must be executed in reverse of the original in-
struction sequence. Simply reversible instruc-
tions require re-execution of similarly complex
code to reverse them. But, non simply reversible
instructions have had their state saved, so re-
versing those instructions is nothing more than
a pointer copy. The actual complexity is O(N),
but the actual time to copy is generally small if
state saves are clumped together.

Time Warp, as implemented in TWOS, has
lots of state to save. During abort, for each mes-
sage incorrectly sent, an anti-message is sent.
For each anti-message received, the process rolls
back to a time at or before the message was used.
Thus, rollback is O(N) for a pathologically bad
case, but generally runs in O(1) since the amount
of state required can be chosen not to increase
with the number of instructions.

Time Warp does not differentiate between
simply reversible instructions, and those that are
not. Thus, it must save at least the worst case
amount of state, which is N , the state required to
undo each instruction. This amount of state can
be difficult or impossible to detect pre-runtime,



and thus may require a lot of time for each check-
point.

3.2 Space Complexity

Each non simply reversible instruction must
store its state and one pointer copy. This means
that a potentially dead variable cannot be
cleaned up by the garbage collector. By keeping
a pointer to this memory, we also guarantee
that the garbage collector will not destroy
this memory unexpectedly. The extra space
storage is O(N), where N is the number of
instructions in the original undoable method.
Further, received messages must be saved in
the event of a rollback so they can be replayed.
The received messages can be deleted if a safe
exit from an undoable section occurs. In worst
case, the space needed is linear in the number
of messages received, M . Thus, the total space
complexity is O(M + N).

To save some runtime complexity, each un-
doable method has its permanent, undoable, and
inverse versions computed at compile time. This
creates a larger program size as a trade-off with
speed, with an instruction space complexity of
at most O(3N) = O(N).

Time Warp has the same overhead of O(N)
objects to save, where N is the number of in-
structions, but in addition Time Warp must save
received and sent messages so that it can create
anti-messages. The sent messages can be small,
but the received messages cannot be deleted in
case they must be played again. Even worse,
Time Warp suffers from the problem that the
exact speculation range is not known a priori.
Thus, all received and sent messages must be
saved until some heuristic claims they are no
longer needed. Thus, O(M) complexity on the
number of messages kept has a much larger con-
stant than Code Undo.

3.3 Message Complexity

In Code Undo, the message overhead is due to
on-the-fly consensus when exiting an undoable
section. Small promise messages and permanent
messages must be sent between processes that
have sent messages. In the worst case, a promise
and permanent message must be sent between all
processes, which is O(P 2) in the number of pro-

cesses, P . These messages are small, so latency
is the main concern. Promise messages are sent
to hide latency by sending them during specula-
tion after a point where speculation is finished,
but more operations can be performed. Their
latency in the average case is inconsequential.
Permanent messages may cause blocking, but in
most cases, a process can exit an undoable sec-
tion and proceed without waiting for a perma-
nent message. In average case, permanent mes-
sages are inconsequential as well.

In an abort, the message complexity is in the
worst case quadratic. If one process aborts and
has sent messages to all other processes, which
have sent messages to each other, and so forth,
then one abort message will result in a complex-
ity of O(P +(P −1)+(P −2)+ . . .+1) = O(P 2),
without the advantage of latency hiding. In the
worst case scenario, an abort may have to travel
from one process through each other process, so
that the time it takes for an abort to reach the
final process is (P − 1) ∗ (L + d), where L is the
average latency between processes and d is the
time it takes a process to send out abort mes-
sages after receiving its abort message. Typi-
cally, d << L, so that the time it takes for an
abort message to propagate to all processes is
(P − 1) ∗ L.

For Time Warp, there is no extra message
complexity overhead during normal operation.
During abort, anti-messages for all messages
sent in speculation must be aborted. The
problem is that the bounds of speculation may
not be known, so a larger than necessary set
of anti-messages may be issued. The number
grows quadratically as each anti-message
causes an abort, which potentially causes
another abort, and so forth. Thus, the message
complexity is in O(P 2), where P is the number
of processes. But, whereas Code Undo only
needs one message to cause a rollback, Time
Warp must sent an anti-message for every
message improperly sent, which can increase
the quadratic constant significantly.

3.4 Application Complexity

Adding Code Undo to a program is relatively
simple, assuming undoable data structures and
methods already exist and are common. As de-
scribed in the implementation section, the pro-



grammer simply needs to direct when the pro-
gram is in an undoable section (much like spec-
ifying a synchronization section) and when to
abort. The compiler and virtual machine will
handle the overhead required in keeping state,
rolling back, and committing. Thus, the pro-
grammer can focus on the speculation design.
The language requirements are simple, and guar-
antee safety in optimism.

Code Undo, as implemented in TWOS, re-
quires no effort on the part of the programmer,
in theory. But, since safety is not guaranteed,
the programmer invariably must program with
message tolerance in mind, which often makes
the program too complex and typically buggy
[3].

4 Undoable Java

The algorithm described in the previous section
is seen mostly by the language designer and com-
piler. The programmer only needs to specify the
scope of an undoable section, what messages to
send/receive, and when to abort/commit, as de-
scribed in the following section.

4.1 Syntax and Semantics

First we need to establish a syntax and set of
semantics that represents entering and exiting
an undoable section. An undoable section will
be denoted by the keyword undoable and the
scope of the undoable section will be delimited
by curly brackets:

undoable {

// Undoable section

}

Only undoable code can be called from within
an undoable section, so we need syntax to signify
that the method can be reversed. The keyword
undoable can be attached to a method signifying
that method can be undone:

class Foo {

undoable A(..) {

..

}

}

It is the class designer’s responsibility to be
sure only those methods that can be undone
are labeled undoable. If a speculation mistake
is found, we need a way to abort and rollback.
The method abort() will initiate a rollback
and propagate aborts to all processes that were
sent to in this undoable section. However,
abort may only be called in the outer most
undoable block (not inside a method call from
the undoable block):

undoable {

..

if (misspeculation) {

abort();

}

..

}

If an abort occurs, the program should know that
the mistake occurred so that it does not make the
same mistake twice (if the mistake is fairly logi-
cal). Thus, we have the catch keyword attached
to the undoable block, which behaves much like
the catch following a try:

undoable {

// Undoable section

}

catch (AbortType at) {

// Change system

again;

}

The Change system means that the catch

code should attempt to modify the speculation
guesses or simply tell the system not to make
the same mistake again. The again command
simply tells the undoable section to re-execute.

Finally, we allow committing the code in an
undoable block up to the current instruction be-
ing executed with the commit() method:

undoable {

..

if (speculation was correct) {

commit();

}

..

}

This is similar to exiting the undoable section
and immediately re-entering it. The commit al-
lows a garbage collector to delete some undo
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Figure 1: Sample Queuing Network

data. This may limit a process’s liability in the
case of a speculation error, but may slow a pro-
cess down if it must wait for promise messages
from other processes.

This simple set of keywords represents the
entire Undoable Java additions. In Appendix B,
we describe how these keywords and scopings be-
have under the hood.

5 Case Studies

In this section, we look at a case study of queuing
networks implemented in Undoable Java. We see
how the case study behaves if run pessimistically,
under Code Undo, and under Time Warp. More
test cases are described in Appendix C.

5.1 Queuing Network

The idea of queuing networks goes back hun-
dreds of years, but was only first formalized in in
1909 [10]. A queuing network is a directed graph
of nodes that communicate by queues. When a
node is ready to process a token, the token at the
front of one of its input queues is popped. The
node reads the token and decides which output
queue to put it in, and may perform some calcu-

lations as well [9]. An example is shown in figure
1.

If each node waits to send a token to the next
line until it is certain it does not make a mis-
take, then the queuing is performed pessimisti-
cally. While pessimistic schemes never have to
spend time in rollback and re-execution, the time
to determine where to send the process may be
large and some nodes may sit idle with no tokens
in their queue because other nodes are too slow.
In the example, A may be slow to process nodes,
so C’s queue may remain empty. Conversely, C
may be slow, so the queue between A and C may
become quite filled.

If queuing is performed optimistically, the to-
ken could be sent to the wrong queue. The node
must eventually decide if it made the right deci-
sion, but not right now. If speculation is cor-
rect often enough, then the benefits outweigh
the penalties. The speculation may be based on
some heuristic or a sub-sampling of the data, but
the node must fully sample the token’s informa-
tion later. If an error was made, rollback must
occur.

Time Warp would allow a node to forward
tokens speculatively, but at the risk that some
token could be forwarded to a node that per-
forms a permanent action. This is because Time
Warp does not distinguish between permanent
and reversible actions. If an abort occurs, the
permanent action may be replayed or told to
undo, which results in undefined behavior. But,
if the undo is safe, Time Warp, as implemented
in TWOS, requires anti-messages sent to the pro-
cess in the wrong queue. The process will se-
quentially undo itself, putting itself into previous
queues until it returns to the faulty queue. The
faulty queue will be given a chance to correct it-
self, and then send the process out again. Each
node must keep each token sent and received,
and determining which tokens can be deleted is
very difficult. Thus, the amount of space is un-
bounded. No extra messages are sent during nor-
mal operation, but in a rollback, anti-messages
must be sent between each node and its children,
and then from the children to the children, and
so on. The number of messages grows quadrati-
cally

To write a network queue node in Undoable
Java, first we need to establish a set of heuristics



for deciding which queue any one token should
proceed to. These heuristics should also have a
confidence value that tells the program if spec-
ulation should occur. At some point after the
token is sent, the node should review the token’s
information and make sure it sent it to the cor-
rect queue. If not, an abort occurs. A sample
implementation is as follows:

class Node {

boolean which;

void run(Token t) {

undoable {

if (quickCheck(token)) {

send(token, P1); which=true;

} else {

send(token, P2); which=false;

}

if (longCheck(token) != which) {

abort(which);

}

}

catch (AbortCause ac) {

// Modify quickCheck weights

again;

}

}

}

In this example, quickCheck guesses which
path should be taken. If quickCheck is
wrong, an abort will be called after longCheck

is called. The abort will cancel all actions
performed in the undoable section and then
call the catch routine, which uses the failure
to change how quickCheck speculates in the
future. Then, the undoable section is performed
again.

During normal computation, which is the
only state that needs to be saved. No messages
are used during speculation. Thus, run does
not have to perform the two phase consensus
protocol to exit the undoable section. The time
and space overhead in this example is at most
as large as that required by Time Warp because
Time Warp may save additional state as a
conservative model. The message overhead is
the same.

During abort, the message complexity
of Time Warp is at least as large as Code
Undo. Under Time Warp, a node must send

anti-messages to each node it sent tokens to.
The number of anti-messages is not clearly
bounded since the speculation bounds are not
clearly bounded either. But Code Undo’s
message complexity is certainly bounded
because the undoable section is explicitly
defined and only one undo message is needed
between any two processes.

Most importantly, this example is always safe
under Code Undo, but the there are no practical
safety guarantees under Time Warp if, for in-
stance, one of the nodes performed a permanent
action based on tokens received.

6 Limitations

The greatest limitation of Code Undo is that
shared memory is inherently dangerous. The
underlying idea behind undo is any action that
is affected by another speculative action must
be undoable. However, in a shared memory
model, two processes could “communicate”
through a piece of memory without knowledge
of each other. Thus, if one aborts, it would have
no way to tell the other to abort if necessary.

Disallowing shared memory means that local
threads and Java RMI (Remote Method Invoca-
tion) can be dangerous. An RMI call allows one
process to interrupt the serial flow of another.
If the caller is in an undoable section, and it
makes an RMI call, then the callee should per-
form only undoable actions afterward to be sure
that it could rollback. This is far too disruptive
and difficult to communicate.

One way around this limitation is to add a
level of indirection between memory and the pro-
cesses. The message queue described in the Code
Undo algorithm is this indirection. Each process
communicates through an intermediary that un-
derstands the undoable restrictions and imposes
them. For instance, if a process is speculating
and it calls the intermediary, then the intermedi-
ary will require future processes communicating
with it to be in an undoable section as well.

Code Undo can suffer heavily if speculation
fails too often. If speculation is correct 98% of
the time, the last 2% may take 55% of the execu-
tion time. The exact undo overhead is based on a
number of factors, including how long a program
leaves between commits, how many processes are



affected by any one process, and the per instruc-
tion undo overhead. These factors will be ex-
plored in future work with benchmarks and dis-
tributed topology/behavior studies.

7 Conclusions

We presented Code Undo, an optimistic rollback
scheme that can recover previous states by undo-
ing application level code in Java. We described
Undoable Java which has syntax that forces the
programmer’s hand to write safe code when in a
speculative mode. We showed that Code Undo
does not lead to unsafe global states when a
speculative section of code is finished or after an
abort. We motivated the use of Code Undo by
implementing a few algorithms and showed the
reduced time, space, message, and implementa-
tion complexity relative to Time Warp. While
Code Undo is not transparent to the program-
mer like Time Warp, it is safe and offers reduced
message, time, and space complexity. Optimistic
distributed algorithms have long been avoided
because the implementation complexity and dan-
ger is so great, but Code Undo makes implemen-
tation simple and safe and may open the door to
practical optimistic distributed computation.
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A Proof of Correctness

A.1 Safety of Serial Code Undo

This section establishes that after an abort and
after an undoable section is exited normally, a
program’s state is consistent with one that might
exist in pessimistic model (i.e., no speculation
occurred). More generally, the global state of all
processes is similarly consistent.

Let Σ be the set of all dynamic actions. Σ
may be partitioned into undoable, Σu, and per-
manent, Σc

u, actions. For all elements σu ∈ Σu,
there exists a (non-unique) inverse action, σ−1

u ,
such that,

Axiom 1 (undo identity) σuσ−1
u = I

where I is the identity action, for example, a nop
(no operation). Axiom 1 implies that σu and σ−1

u

have exactly the same write dependencies. Note
that action concatenation is not symmetric for
all actions: σuσ−1

u 6= σ−1
u σu. During execution,

a program can enter into a contract, called an
undoable section, Ξ, that allows it to specula-
tively execute commands. While in an undoable
section, the program can only execute actions in
Σu:

Axiom 2 For σ ∈ Ξ, if σ ::= σ1σ2 . . . σn, then
σi ∈ Σu, i = 1..n

where ::= is the BNF symbol representing sub-
stitution of an action by multiple other actions
(and vice versa) [6]. An action in Σu can call
an action in Σc

u, and vice versa: Axiom 2 only
affects actions in Ξ. Also, if σ ∈ Ξ, then σ ∈ Σu.

Definition 1 (action independence) Two ac-
tions σa and σb are independent, denoted σa⊥σb,
iff the execution of σa does not effect the execu-
tion of σb, and vice versa. ⊥ has the following
properties:

• Symmetry - σa⊥σb ≡ σb⊥σa

• Identity - σa⊥I ≡ true

• Anti-reflexivity σ⊥σ ≡ false

If an action does not change the state of the
program, then it is independent of itself (for
example, the identity action).

Lemma 1 If two actions, σa and σb share no
write dependencies, σa��./σb, then σa⊥σb, and

vice versa
Proof (if) If σa��./σb, then any shared variable
can only be read by either, and thus do not
affect each other’s execution, which is the
definition of action independence. (only if) If
two actions σa and σb can be executed in either
order. If they write to the same location, then
they write the same value always. All other
shared memory accesses must be reads. Thus,
they have no write dependency.

Lemma 1 simply relates that if two actions
have no write dependencies, then they cannot
affect each other’s execution, which motivates
theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (inverse independence) Given
σ ∈ Σu and an action σn, such that σ⊥σn,
σn⊥σ−1

Proof Since σ ∈ Σu, there exists σ−1, with the
property that σ and σ−1 have exactly the same
write dependencies. Further, σ⊥σn, iff σ��./σn.
Since σ−1

��./σn, then σ−1⊥σn, by Lemma 1, and
σn⊥σ−1, by definition 1.

Theorem 2 Given σ ∈ Σu, and an action
σn such that σ⊥σn, σσnσ−1 ≡ σn

Proof

σσnσ−1

≡ {symmetry of ⊥}
σnσσ−1

≡ {(Axiom 1)}
σnI

≡
σn

Theorem 2 and Axiom 1 give us this result
about undoable actions:
Theorem 3 Given a concatenation of
undoable actions, σ1σ2 . . . σn, and its inverse,
σ−1

n . . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1
, σ1σ2 . . . σnσ−1

n . . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1
≡ I

Proof The set of events is finite and therefore
well-founded. Given a sequence of actions
σ1σ2 . . . σnσ−1

n . . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1
≡ I, ∀n, Theorem 1

can be recursively applied:



σ1σ2 . . . σnσ−1
n . . . σσnσ−1

→ {Axiom 1}

σ1σ2 . . . σn−1Iσ−1

n−1
. . . σσnσ−1

→ {Theorem 1 and ∀I, I⊥σ}

Iσ1σ2 . . . σn−1σ
−1

n−1
. . . σσnσ−1

→
...

...
→

II . . . I → I

This theorem gives us the capabilities to undo
a complete sections of a program and individual
methods.

Definition 2 (safe exit) A process can exit an
undoable section safely iff no speculation in the
undoable section will be determined incorrect in
the future.

A safe exit could be an abort or the end of the un-
doable section (and thus executing instructions
in Σc

u.
If a speculation is found incorrect, and the

program has executed some code outside the un-
doable section, then rollback cannot occur since
an action in Ξc or Σc

u has no inverse. To distin-
guish all possible action calls,

Theorem 4 (action calls) For σp ∈ Σc
u, σp can

call any action in Σc
u or Σu. Conversely, given

σu ∈ Σu, σu can call any action in Σu, but none
in Σc

u.
Proof An action in Σc

u can call any other action,
as we have place no limits on permanent actions.
An action σu must be able to abort should spec-
ulation fail. If it calls an action Σc

u, then not all
actions can be aborted, which violates theorem 3.
Thus, an action in Σu cannot call one in Σc

u.
But, if an action in Σu calls an action in Σu,
then both may be aborted, and thus this action
call is allowed.

Definition 3 (Undo dependency) An action
σa is undo dependent on another action σb,
denoted σa ↼ σb if σb can cause σa to be undone.
The following are axioms of undo dependency:

• Antisymmetry - σa ↼ σb��⇒σb ↼ σa

• Reflexivity -
σa ↼ σb ∧ σb ↼ σc ⇒ σa ↼ σc

• Identity - σa ↼ σa ≡ true

Undo dependency also applies to processes. If a
process P0 can cause P1 to abort, the P1 is undo
dependent on P0.

An abort causes a program to cease
execution of its actions and proceed to execute
each action’s inverse in reverse order until all
actions have been annihilated, as illustrated
in the proof of theorem 2. All actions are
annihilated when all inverses have been
executed. After an abort is called, the program
may re-execute the speculative code again or
continue somewhere else. By theorem 1, a
program can insert asymmetries after a failed
speculation and so deadlock cannot occur
during a serial execution. Further, also by
theorem 1, abort returns a program to a state
that previously existed outside an undoable
section, and thus this state is safe.

Theorem 5 Given a sequence of actions
σ1σ2 . . . σn in Ξ, and σn is an abort, then the
following will be executed next, σ−1

n−1
. . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1
.

Proof An abort puts the machine back in the
state it was in before the undoable section. This
is equivalent to executing the identity action, I.
By Theorem 3, the sequence σ1σ2 . . . σn can be
annihilated by executing σ−1

n−1
. . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1

Axiom 3 Only root actions can be an abort

Axiom 3 is important for simplification of the
abort model. If a static action σs ∈ Σu contains
an abort, it may be called by an action σp ∈ Σc

u,
as allowed by theorem 5. Thus, it cannot abort
because σp would have to abort, by axiom

Theorem 6 Let σu ∈ Ξ and σp ∈ Σc
u, then

executing the sequence σuσeσp implies σe is an
exit from the undoable section.
Proof Let σ′ ::= σuσeσp. If σu ∈ Ξ, then
σu ∈ Σu, and by theorem 4, σ′ ∈ Σu. But, this
violates axiom 2 because σp ∈ Σc

u, so therefore
σe must represent the action of exiting from the
undoable section.

The final axiom on serial execution allows for
the transition to parallel execution, and for the
possibilities of some optimization.

Theorem 7 Given two undoable sections, Ξ0

and Ξ1, Ξ0 ⊂ Ξ1, if Ξ1 is aborted, then so is Ξ0

Proof If Ξ1 must abort, then every instruction
in Ξ1 is annihilate with an inverse. Since Ξ0 is
a subset of Ξ1, then Ξ0 has no instructions not
in Ξ1, and so all instructions Ξ0 are annihilated



as well.

Theorem 7 implicitly allows nested undoable
sections. Starting an undoable section inside
another allows for various degrees of rollback.
An abort can “choose” which undoable section
to reverse, subject to the constraints of theorem
6.

Theorem 8 (safety) After abort and after
exiting an undoable section safely, the system
state is safe
Proof Safe implies the system is in the same
state as before speculation or that it is in
a state that would have been reached in a
pessimistic model. If an action σ ∈ Ξ contains
an abort, then the execution σσ−1 will occur.
Expanding σ and σ−1 fully, we have a finite
execution of leaf actions and their inverses,
σ1σ2 . . . σnσ−1

n−1
. . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1
, where σn is the

abort action, which is a meta operation and thus
independent of all other actions. By theorem
3, σ1σ2 . . . σnσ−1

n−1
. . . σ−1

2
σ−1

1
reduces to the

identity instruction, and so the execution σσ−1

is equivalent to making no state change (modulo
meta hints of why an abort called), and thus the
state is safe. The case for exiting an undoable
section is trivially shown by theorem 5.

Intuitively, theorem 5 states that all speculation
was found correct, so the execution could have
been executed pessimistically with the same
result, which is the definition of safety.

A.2 Safety of Distributed Code Undo

Now we discuss message passing, and make sure
that messages cannot violate out current set of
rules. A message contains the following parame-
ters:

• receiver - the process that is to receive the
message

• sender - the process that sent the message

• undoableSection - the undoable section
it was sent during (null if sent by a perma-
nent action)

• data - the message data

A process must not be allowed to violate an
undoable section when passing messages. One
way to approach this is to have each process

send a message into another process’s message
queue, where it stays until the receiving
process actually wants to use the message.
This precludes one process from interrupting
the serial execution of another, which could
violate Theorem 3 if an action in Ξ called an
action in Σc

u on another process. If the sending
process is currently in an undoable section, then
the receiving process must be in an undoable
section to use the senders message, or enter into
one upon using the message.

Theorem 9 (abort messages) If a message
M is sent in speculation, and M.sender aborts,
then M.receiver must abort.
Proof If a message sent by σa ∈ Ξ, is used by
σb ∈ Σu, σb is undo dependent on σa, and thus
the subsequent actions of the receiver process
may be based on the actions of σa, and thus, if
σa was executed in error, then these subsequent
actions were also executed in error, and thus
σb’s process must abort.

Theorem 10 If σa on process Pa sends a
message to Pb, which uses the message in action
σb, this is semantically the same as σa ::= σb.
Proof If σa sends a message and σb receives
and uses it, and σa ∈ Ξ, then σb ∈ Ξ because
if σa contains an abort, and the process that
ran σb executed other actions based on actions
in σa, then the process that executed σb must
abort as well. Thus, if σa ∈ Σu, then σb ∈ Σu

and if σc ∈ Σc
u, then σc cannot use a message

from σb. Conversely, σb could use a message
sent by σc because σc cannot abort σb. If σc

sends to another action σd ∈ $Sigmac
u, there is

no chance of either aborting, so this message
passing can occur safely. This completes the
case analysis.

Theorem 10 precludes the global computation
from performing irreversible or harmful actions
by restricting it to rules similar to those
established for serial execution. It also implies
that message calling falls under the same rules
as serial action execution, and thus Theorems
1-9 apply to message passing. In the event of
rollback, a message received in the undoable
section may be re-used. All messages should
be kept but are no longer needed once there
is guarantee that a process will not rollback
to a time before it used a message (i.e., if the



undoable section is safely exited).

Theorem 11 A used message M is deleted iff
M’s receiver executes an action /∈ Ξ or M’s
sender aborts
Proof (if) If an action σp /∈ Ξ is executed,
then σp cannot be undone, so the message
cannot be replayed, and may be deleted. If M’s
sender aborts, then by theorem 8, the receiver
aborts and thus the message will be deleted
because it should never have been sent. (only

if, contrapositive) If the receiver only
executes actions in Ξ and the sender does not
abort, then M cannot be deleted because it may
be re-used should an abort occur.

If an abort message reaches a process, the
process aborts immediately.

Theorem 12 An abort action must send an
abort message, M , to all processes that used
messages from M.sender during its current
undoable section
Proof By way of theorem 9, for Theorem 3 to
hold, all actions executed as a result of an
undoable action in Ξ must be undone so that
the result is the identity action.

Order of inverse actions is important serially,
but two distributed actions cannot have write
dependency interferences so the order of two
distributed inverse actions does not matter.

A process can only exit its undoable section if
it is guaranteed it will not roll back. By Theorem
12, any process that used a message sent in spec-
ulation could abort if the sender aborts. Each
process must have a guarantee that if it aborts,
it will not be aborting because another process
told it to. In an asynchronous distributed com-
putation, this guarantee can be reached with a
pessimistic consensus approach. To diminish the
effects of pessimism, each process will operate in
a typical two-phase commit procedure to assure
each other that abort will not occur. The first
phase is a promise phase where each process
promises that if it aborts, it is not because it
misspeculated (i.e., it has to be told to abort by
another process). Once a process has promises
from all processes that sent it a message (and
transitively sent it a message through another
process) it can exit its undoable section if it does
not misspeculate. At that point, it sends a per-
manent message to other processes.

Axiom 4 If a process exits an undoable section,
it must send a permanent message to all pro-
cesses that are undo dependent on it

Theorem 13 A process can exit its undoable sec-
tion once it receives promise messages from all
processes it is undo dependent on. But, the pro-
cess cannot exit before.
Proof By definition, if all required promise mes-
sages have been received by process P , then no
process can abort P , except for P itself. Thus,
if it is ready to exit its undoable section, it can,
safely. This two phase scheme is essentially a

two-phase pessimistic consensus, but the promise
phase can be performed before all speculative
computations have been executed. Thus, if done
optimally, the promise phase will not introduce
any wait. If, for example, some non-speculative,
but reversible, computation can follow a promise,
then the process will not have to sit idle as long.

To analyze the possibility of deadlock or
entering a global unsafe state, all possible
distributed executions must be analyzed. If all
result in a safe exit or safe rollback, then global
Code Undo is safe. The case analysis follows:

A.3 Safety of Distributed Code Undo

In this section, we explore five possible scenarios
of message passing between two processes, as il-
lustrated in figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. (There are
more cases, but they are left for future work). In
these figures, there are two processes with their
execution. An arrow between two processes is
a message, with the sent time being the tail of
the arrow and the use time (not receive time)
being the head of the arrow. An × represents
an abort and the small arrows next to the exe-
cution represent where the process is currently
executing.

A.3.1 Scenario 1

In Figure 2, Process 2 is in an undoable section.
It sends a message to P1 and continues execut-
ing. P1 is not in an undoable section and before
it uses the message from P2 it must enter an un-
doable section and save the message, by theorem
4. If P1 aborts subsequently, it does not need to
propagate an undo back to P2, but it must re-
play the received message, by theorem 11. P1
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can simply rollback to when it used the message
and try again. P2 can reach a safe permanent
state since it does not have any undo dependen-
cies on P1.

A.3.2 Scenario 2

Figure 3 demonstrates a case where P1 is already
in an undoable section. If it reaches an abort,
this may require P1 to abort to a time before
the message was used. Theorem 11 requires re-
ceived messages to be kept through the life of the
undoable section they are used in. These mes-
sages can be replayed in the new execution. As
in scenario 1, P2 does not need to be sent an
undo message. And, P2 can reach a permanent
state since P2 is not undo dependent on P1.

A.3.3 Scenario 3

Figure 4 shows a case where a message is sent
from P2 to P1 while P2 is in an undoable sec-
tion and P1 enters into an undoable section (this
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case is trivially similar if P1 was already in an un-
doable section). This time P2 aborts, and since
P1 is undo dependent on P2, it must also abort.
An abort erases all used messages, so P1 will not
replay any messages after rollback. After both
abort, they will be in a safe global state.

As described in theorem 13, P1 cannot exit
the undoable section until P2, its only undo de-
pendency, has sent a promise message. After the
promise is received, it can exit safely. No per-
manent message is sent because no processes are
undo dependent on P1.

A.3.4 Scenario 4

In figure 5, P2 is in a permanent state, so it can-
not abort. Thus, P1 is not undo dependent on
P2 (and vice versa), and so P1 can exit the un-
doable section safely without a promise message.

By theorem 11, P1 does need to save the mes-
sage in case it rolls back. If it aborts, it will begin
again at a safe state that it existed in before.
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A.3.5 Scenario 5

In this scenario, P1 ↼ P2, and P2 ↼ P1.
If either aborts, both must abort, which
will put both in a safe state they were in
previously. This case requires theorem 11
(promise messages) for P1 and P2 to exit their
undoable sections. WLOG, assume P1 sends
the first promise message because it is finished
with its speculation. P2 receives the promise
message and now P2��↼P1. Once P2 can, it
sends a promise to P1 breaking the other undo
dependency. Thus, each can exit their undoable
section.

A.3.6 Scenario 6

In this final scenario, P1 ↼ P2, and P2 ↼ P3.
Therefore P1 ↼ P3. P1 and P2 must wait for
P3’s promise to exit, by theorem 11. The in-
teresting case is when P2 issues a promise to
P1. P1 cannot exit because P2 may be aborted
by P3. Hence, P1 must wait for P3 to send
P2 a promise, at which point P2 can send P1
a permanent message breaking the dependency
P1 ↼ P2. At this point, P1 can exit safely.

B Undoable Java Compiler

We are implementing a java compiler
pre-processor stage that takes Undoable Java
(Java with the undoable framework) and
produces Java 1.4 compatible source code.
First we will show what each operation looks
like after translation, and then expand the
implementation to include message passing.

The state before an undoable section and af-
ter an abort should be the same from the appli-
cation’s point of view, even though the low-level
memory layout is completely different. Thus, a
compiler and VM can rearrange or feel free to
change, add, or delete variables so long as the
application is not affected. In this implementa-
tion, we assume that we only have a static com-
piler (no just-in-time or adaptive compilation).
All undo methods will be written before runtime.
In this section, we step through each conversion
and afterward show the implementation for a few
test cases.

B.1 Basic Conversion

Methods in Undoable Java may be undoable or
permanent. Permanent methods do not require
any additional work, but undoable methods
will have two new version of themselves built.
The original untouched method represents an
undoable method called outside an undoable
section. It behaves simply as a permanent
method in that it saves no state. The compiler
will generate the undoable method, which is
similar to the permanent method, but saves
state in case of an abort. Finally, an inverse
method will be generated, which runs the
inverse code and restores state.

To illustrate, we will modify the following
code.

class Foo {

Integer a;

Queue q;

undoable void A(int i) {

a.add(i);

q.push(i);

i=5;

}

}



The method A(..) will exist in the modified
version, but without the undoable keyword:

class Foo {

Integer a;

Queue q;

void A(int i) {

a.add(i);

q.push(i);

i=5;

}

}

Then, an undoable version of A(..) is added:

class Foo {

Integer a;

Queue q;

Stack<int> undo_i;

void A(int i) {

a.add(i);

q.push(i);

i=5;

}

void undoable_A(int i) {

a.undoable_add(i);

q.undoable_push(i);

undo_i=i;

i=5;

}

}

While analyzing A(..), the compiler identifies
non simply reversible instructions and saves nec-
essary state. In this case, the add and push are
simply reversible, but the statement i=5 is not.
Thus, the state of i is pushed onto an undo stack.
To reverse the call to A(..), the inverse calls the
inverse of each method A called, but in reverse:

class Foo {

Integer a;

Queue q;

Stack<int> undo_i;

void A(int i) {

a.add(i);

q.push(i);

i=5;

}

void undoable_A(int i) {

a.undoable_add(i);

q.undoable_push(i);

undo_i=i;

i=5;

}

void inverse_A(int i) {

i=undo_i;

q.inverse_push(i);

a.inverse_add(i);

}

}

In inverse A(..), each method sends the value
of i that it had after the method was originally
called. This value can be used as reference for
how to undo. In this case, the inverses are sim-
ple: the inverse of push could be a pop, with
no arguments, and the inverse of add could be a
subtract with i as the amount to subtract.

By having separate method calls, the space
required is nearly tripled. But, no extra dynamic
data must be carried around and the code does
not have to be generated on the fly.

An abort will simply be converted into an ex-
ception that carries information about the type
of abort:

abort();

converts to:

throw(new AbortException(info));

where info contains meta data about when and
where the abort was called. Aborts are prop-
agated back up to the parent undoable section
with the native Java exception handling system.

An undoable section undergoes similar con-
versions as undoable methods, except that dif-
ferent version of its inverse are created for each
possible abort. This is not necessary in a method
because an undoable method cannot contain an
abort (unless it is in a newly defined undoable
section). Given,

void A() {

undoable {

i=i+5;

if (bad1) abort();

i=i+3;

if (bad2) abort();

}



catch(UndoException u) {

i=0;

again;

}

}

First, the undoable is converted into a Java com-
patible set of commands:

void A() {

while(true) {

try {

i=i+5;

if (bad1)

throw(new UndoException(bad1));

i=i+3;

if (bad2)

throw(new UndoException(bad2));

break;

}

catch(UndoException u) {

if (u.info == bad2) {

i=i-3;

}

i=i-5;

// Fix speculation..

continue;

}

}

}

In this example, the undoable section is allowed
to run again if again is called (replaced by a con-
tinue). If speculation is successful, the while is
broken out of and A() ends. During abort (con-
tained in the catch), the undoable section uses
the info about when the abort called to decide
which inverse to execute.

For more flexibility, the programmer can
override the inverse methods to make small
inconsistencies between a method and its
Undo version that she knows are safe. This
is profitable in methods that, for example,
profile, delay, and speculate. It is important
that methods that speculate are not complete
opposites of their corresponding undo methods.
During an abort, a speculative method needs to
make a new decision based on its knowledge
that things failed.

If commands are the last serial block to con-
vert. Given an if-else command in an undoable
section,

undoable {

if (i==5) {

i=i+a;

} else {

i=i+b;

i=i+c;

}

i=i+d;

abort();

}

The inverse version does not reverse the if com-
mand: only the commands inside and surround-
ing the if command:

try {

..

}

catch (..) {

i=i-d;

if (i==5) {

i=i-a;

} else {

i=i-c;

i=i-b;

}

}

Finally, we describe the message passing
scheme. Shared memory and Java RMI are
dangerous to Code Undo. To pass messages,
an intermediate queue data structure holds
received messages until they are used. This puts
one level of indirection between the receiver
and sender. This queue is not special except
that its methods must be labeled undoable.
The messages stored in the queue will contain
the receiver, sender, speculation (if sent in
speculation), and data. Thus, a receiver can
choose to wait to read messages if it is not in an
undoable section, but the next message on the
queue was sent in speculation.

B.2 Limitations

The scheme so far does not allow for badly struc-
tured methods (e.g., multiple exit paths). There
are a few approaches to handle these cases, but
they are best left for a lower level compiler ad-
dition, and are left for future work.

It is not clear that the scheme is completely
safe under pathological recursion and loops. As



future work, we will prove our conversion scheme
complete and safe, and we will test it.

C Case Studies

C.1 Particles in an Accelerator

Large accelerators are commonly used to study
the structure of atoms. By accelerating the par-
ticle to 0.999c and faster, they can be collided
with other particles to see the resulting explo-
sion. This is akin to crashing a car into a wall
and understanding how it works by knowing that
there is an engine, carburettor, etc. In some of
these structures, there is an inconsistency be-
tween the input and output current. This in-
consistency is called dark current. To determine
the behavior and cause of dark current, a large
parallel simulation of electromagnetic fields and
particles is being written. Part of the problem
is how to split up the problem among processes,
and in the simplest of cases, this is done with
static domain decomposition. Communication
consists of field and particle information. [11]

As optimistic simulations are ideal when
dealing with highly probable speculation,
we could speculate on particle trajectories.
By predicting a particle’s position early,
the particle can be added to a previous
communication. If the prediction rate is high
enough, then two or more communication
cycles could be combined into one. If, however,
a processor finds out it incorrectly sent some
particles to another CPU, it can issue an undo.

In the following code, most of the simulation
is in an undoable section. Occasional commits
are issued to avoid excessive rollbacks. Here is
a simplification of a possible implementation in
pseudo Undoable Java:

class ParticleSimulator {

Vector cP; // Index is CPU. Contains

// particles to be sent

// to each CPU.

Vector fP;

..

void run() {

// Initialize particles

undoable {

for(t=1..# time steps) {

readParticlesReceived();

calculateEBFields();

updateParticleTrajectories();

cP = determineNewCPUs();

if (speculationLastCycle()) {

if (badSpeculation(fP,cP)) {

abort();

} else {

continue;

}

}

fP = predictFutureNewCPUs();

if(confidence.isHigh()) {

send(cP, fP); // speculate

} else {

send(cP);

commit();

}

}

}

catch (AbortError ae) {

// Correct trajectory predictor

again;

}

}

}

This implementation moves the particles
through the accelerator. First it checks to
see if a process has received any particles
from other CPUs, and it adds any new ones
to its computation (and only computes on
current particles, rather than speculative ones).
After it moves them, they may no longer
be in the domain currently owned by this
process. So, the particles must be moved to
new CPUs. Assuming a speculation occurred
last communication cycle, we must check briefly
if the speculation is correct. One way to do
this is to make sure their is no inconsistency
between the fP, future particles from last
communication, and cP the new particles to
be transferred. If the speculation is incorrect,
we abort() and try again, with the knowledge
that last time we failed. Since many particles
may have high energy and thus be moving
near the speed of light, their trajectories are
highly predictable. So, we predict where
the particles will be in one more time step.
Along with the prediction, we get a level of
confidence. If the confidence is high, then we



optimistically gamble and possibly avoid an
extra communication cycle. If we lose, probably
multiple CPUs will have to rollback, but only
to the previous commit, which is no more than
one communication cycle earlier.

Every now and then, particle data must be
written to disk. At this point, the particles must
be synchronizes, so we can take advantage of this
needed synchronizations and call a commit there
as well.

Time Warp OS would allow the simulator
programmer to run her pessimistic case without
any changes. The problem is the difficult spec-
ulation prediction scheme. For particle trajecto-
ries, the appropriate CPU to send to is based on
high powered particle physics, and is very dif-
ficult to predict. It would be very difficult for
TWOS to perform any decent optimistic execu-
tion for this example.


